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Unbeatable 
Performance.  
Unsurpassed 
Quality.

Whether new or pre-owned, compact or SUV, a car represents a serious 
and substantial investment. Which is why your customers’ vehicles not only 
demand but deserve the best protection to keep them running at peak perfor-
mance for as long as they own them.

Chevron’s family of industry-leading engine-care products has more than 
a century of collective research, testing and real-world results behind such 
premium brands as Havoline® lubricants and coolants and Chevron’s 
TECHRON® Concentrate Plus fuel system cleaner. No surprise then that these 
same products have been recommended by the major automotive OEMs for 
over 25 years.

From Havoline® with Deposit Shield™ motor oil and Havoline® Coolants to 
TECHRON®-infused fuel additives, Chevron products are developed and 
created with just one goal: to deliver superior protection against engine wear 
and premature aging, and to keep your customers’ cars running smoother, 
longer and more efficiently.

Proven through the years in the laboratory, in testing centers and on the 
streets, Chevron products are simply the best at delivering unbeatable and 
unsurpassed performance where it matters most—to you and your customers. 
Continuing this tradition of excellence, Chevron is proud to announce the core 
2008 family of passenger car engine-care products—and demonstrate why 
we’re the best choice for you, your customers and their vehicles.

A Clean Engine Runs Better

For over 100 years, consumers have trusted 
Havoline motor oils to deliver the ultimate in 
engine performance and protection. In late 
2006, we introduced Havoline® with Deposit 
Shield™, the most innovative motor oil in 
Havoline’s long history.

Havoline® with Deposit Shield™ contains an 
advanced detergent technology formulated 
to work immediately upon contact to help 
coat an engine’s moving parts and protect 
them against premature wear and aging. The 
result? Low friction to help maintain per-
formance, maximize engine life, help reduce 
maintenance costs and protect the value of 
your customer’s automotive investment.

Many motor oils make this claim, so how do 
you know for sure if Havoline® with Deposit 
Shield™, or any motor oil for that matter, is 
truly up to the task? To prove Havoline® 
with Deposit Shield’s™ outstanding ability to 
protect your customer’s engine, we recently 
conducted several lab experiments  
against competitive motor oils, one of which 
was the industry standard Sequence IIIG 
lubricant test.
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Your customer’s car is their investment, so they need to protect 
it and keep it running at its best. Which is why their only 
choice should be Havoline® with Deposit Shield™ to deliver the 
ultimate in performance and protection.

See the chart below to find the right blend of Havoline® motor 
oil for your customers’ cars or light trucks.

Grade Product Code Bottle UPC Case UPC

SAE 5W20 

SAE 5W30 

SAE 10W30 

SAE 10W40 

SAE 20W50 

30

40

20W50

10W30

10W40 

10W30

10W40

5W30

SAE10W30

SAE10W40

SAE5W30 

SAE 5W30

SAE 10W30

SAE 5W20

SAE5W30

SAE5W40

SAE10W30

223393

223394

223395

223396

223397

223391

223392

223397

223395

223396

223395

223396

223394

223399

223400

223398 

223405

223406

223401

223402

223403

223404

0-76568-79628-0

0-76568-79629-7

0-76568-79630-3

0-76568-79631-0

0-76568-79632-7

0-76568-79633-4

0-76568-79634-1

0-76568-79635-8

0-76568-79636-5

0-76568-79637-2

0-76568-79638-9

0-76568-79639-6

0-76568-79640-2

0-76568-79641-9

0-76568-79642-6

0-76568-79643-3 

0-76568-79648-8

0-76568-79649-5

0-76568-79644-0

0-76568-79645-7

0-76568-79646-4

0-76568-79647-1

0-76568-79650-1

0-76568-79651-8

0-76568-79652-5

0-76568-79653-2

0-76568-79654-9

0-76568-79655-6

0-76568-79656-3

0-76568-79657-0

0-76568-79658-7

0-76568-79659-4

0-76568-79660-0

0-76568-79661-7

0-76568-79662-4

0-76568-79663-1

0-76568-79664-8

0-76568-79665-5 

0-76568-79670-9

0-76568-79671-6

0-76568-79666-2

0-76568-79667-9

0-76568-79668-6

0-76568-79669-3

Havoline® is also available in full synthetic and synthetic-
blend—each delivers maximum protection for both today’s 
hotter-running engines as well as those small cars and light 
trucks with high-revving engines.

There are numerous benefits that come with 
choosing to use Havoline® with Deposit 
Shield™, including:

•Protective coating helps shield against  
carbon deposits

Havoline® with Deposit Shield’s™ advanced 

detergent formula coats an engine’s moving parts 

immediately upon contact

 
•Outstanding viscosity control protects  
against wear 

All grades of Havoline® with Deposit Shield™ 

maintain their viscosity longer than many  

leading competitors 

•Less friction, better performance
Cleaner engines operate with less friction, resulting 

in optimum fuel economy, increased durability and 

smoother performance 

•Improved oil stability 
Protects against oxidation and oil breakdown at 

extreme temperatures

Benefits

Havoline® with Deposit Shield™ Motor Oil

Havoline® with Deposit Shield™ High Mileage Motor Oil

Havoline® with Deposit Shield™

Havoline® with Deposit Shield™ Synthetic Blend Motor Oil

Havoline® Synthetic Motor Oil

Recognized by U.S. automakers as an 
industry standard test, Sequence IIIG 
takes a pre-built engine and runs it in a lab 
environment for 100 hours, after which 
the engine is taken apart to analyze and 
tabulate deposits and buildup. This method 
is an accurate simulation of what happens 
at the bottom-end of your engine, as some 
temperatures can get as hot as 300ºF  
during testing.

To put this in a real-world perspective 
using your own vehicle (which we do not 
recommend), imagine 100 hours of towing 
or an elevation climb in 100- plus-degree 
(outside) temperatures.

So, in the end, how did Havoline® with 
Deposit Shield™ perform? Looking at the 
images here, you can see deposit buildup 
on both the piston ring landings and piston 
under-crown was significantly lower than 
a leading competitor. Less deposit buildup 
reduces friction, maximizes performance 
and fuel economy.

Sequence IIIG Test

Examples of deposit buildup reduction using standard oil (left side of photos) and Havoline® 
with Deposit Shield™ (right side of photos) on Piston Ring Landings and Piston Under Crown.

Piston Ring Landings Piston Under Crown
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Havoline® Coolants

Nor does one product, which is why 
we offer not one but three unique 
coolant formulas which comply with 
and exceed the requirements of 
most automotive manufacturers.

Cars come in all different makes, models and 
model years, and so do their cooling sys-
tems and, more specifically, the metals used 
in their construction. As such, certain cool-
ant formulas may actually be harmful to 
(and decrease the life of) an engine’s cooling 
system. In fact, OEM specifications in most 
of today’s engines do not allow for a single 
formula to meet all OEM specifications. 

Enter Havoline and our line of industry 
leading coolants formulated for a variety 
of both new and older vehicles. There are 
three types of coolant formulations found 
on the market today: inorganic, organic, 
and hybrid organic. Some automotive 
OEMs require silicate free (organic) prod-
ucts, while others have approved hybrids 
that contain silicates and nitrites.

Distinguishing between the various available 
products can often get confusing for retailers 
and consumers alike, so choosing the correct 
coolant for your customer’s car is critical. 
Not only will it help prolong your customer’s 
cooling system’s component life, but it will 
also reduce the risk of cooling system failure.

Havoline markets three different coolant 
products, each formulated for use in specific 
domestic and foreign OEM vehicles.

The Only Choice 
For Protecting Your 
Customers’  
Automotive Investment

Chevron’s line of engine-care 
products has earned its industry 
leading spot the old-fashioned 
way–through painstaking scientific 
development and exhaustive testing. 

The real proving ground, however,
is out on the street, with consumers 
seeking to extend their vehicle’s life
while maximizing performance and 
reducing engine wear.

And that’s where Havoline® with 
Deposit Shield™, Havoline’s line 
of coolants and TECHRON® 
Concentrate Plus have all proven to
be unbeatable in performance and 
unsurpassed in quality.

One Size Doesn’t Fit All

Havoline® DEX-COOL® Extended Life 
contains revolutionary carboxylate 
technology and offers extended-life cooling 
capabilities. The advanced formulation 
provides extended service intervals to 
five years or 150,000 miles. Virtually all 
automobile and light-duty truck cooling 
systems can benefit from this antifreeze-
coolant formulation. It meets European 
automobile manufacturers’ phosphate-free 
requirement and Japanese automobile 
manufacturers’ silicate-free requirement. 
Havoline® Extended Life Anti-Freeze/
Coolant earned General Motors’† first 
DEX-COOL® approval.

Product Code: 227994
Bottle UPC: 0 76568 03695 9
Case UPC: 0 76568 03696 6

50/50 Formula
Product Code: 227995
Bottle UPC: 0 76568 04734 4
Case UPC: 0 76568 04735 1

Havoline® Custom-Made™ was developed 
for newer* Ford and Chrysler vehicles. 
These ethylene glycol-based antifreeze-
coolants are formulated with low 
silicate, phosphate-free technology. 
They meet many European automobile 
manufacturers’ specifications. This 
advanced formula makes dramatic long 
life possible (5 years/100,000 miles) and 
provides excellent corrosion and rust 
protection for all cooling system metals. 
Although it’s formulated for newer Ford 
and Chrysler vehicles, it’s compatible 
with most coolant formulations.

Product Code: 227992
Bottle UPC: 0 76568 65292 0
Case UPC: 0 76568 65293 7

Texaco Anti-Freeze/Coolant is single-
phase, ethylene glycol-based products 
blended with a premium quality additive 
package. The low silicate formula is 
designed for use in both automotive 
engines and heavy-duty diesel engines, 
particularly those containing aluminum 
alloys. Supplemental coolant additives are 
required for heavy-duty applications.**

Product Code: 222353
Bottle UPC: 0 76568 12016 0
Case UPC: 0 76568 00054 7

50/50 Formula
Product Code: 227975
Bottle UPC: 0 76568 04573 9
Case UPC: 0 76568 04574 6

Havoline® DEX-COOL® 
Extended Life Anti-Freeze/
Coolant

Havoline® Custom Made™ 
Anti-Freeze/Coolant

Texaco Anti-Freeze/Coolant

Remember, one coolant product doesn’t fit all. Call it the golden rule—and the number one reason marketing 
these three coolant products is critical to meeting manufacturer and marketplace demand.

**Both Havoline® DEX-COOL® Extended Life Anti-
Freeze/Coolant and Texaco Anti-Freeze/Coolant are 
available in 50/50 formulas for consumers desiring 
coolant pre-mixed with deionized water.

*Ford Automobiles--2003 and beyond. Ford 
trucks--2002 and beyond. Daimler Chrysler 
vehicles--2001 and beyond. All Mercedes-Benz vehicles. 
Meets most American and European car manufacturer’s 
requirements.

†DEX-COOL® is a registered trademark of  
General Motors Corporation.
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Unbeatable 
Performance.  
Unsurpassed 
Quality.

Whether new or pre-owned, compact 
or SUV, a car represents a serious 
and substantial investment. Which is 
why your vehicle not only demands 
but deserves the best protection to 
keep it running at peak performance 
for as long as you own it.

Chevron’s family of industry 
leading engine-care products has 
more than a century of collective 
research, testing and real-world 
results behind such superior 
brands as Havoline lubricants and 
coolants, and Chevron’s TECHRON® 
technology. No surprise then that, 
since 1973, all three major U.S. auto 
manufacturers use Chevron with 
TECHRON® gasolines to help their 
new engines pass the tough EPA 
emissions system durability tests.

From our TECHRON®-quality 
gasolines to Havoline’s flagship 
Deposit Shield™ motor oil, Chevron 
products are developed and created 
with just one goal: to deliver superior 
protection for your engine against 
wear and premature aging, and to 
keep your car running smoother, 
longer and more efficiently.

Proven through the years in the 
laboratory, in testing centers and on 
the streets, Chevron products simply 
deliver unbeatable and unsurpassed 
performance where it matters 
most—to you and your customers.

Continuing this tradition of 
excellence, Chevron is proud 
to announce its 2008 family 
of engine-care products.

TECHRON® Concentrate Plus

With more than 35 years of science, 
research and expertise behind us, 
Chevron is and has been at the industry 
forefront in developing the ultimate fuel 
system treatment. The result: TECHRON® 
Concentrate Plus Fuel System Cleaner. 

In fact, Chevron’s patented polyether 
amine (PEA) chemistry is so unsurpassed 
at cleaning critical engine and fuel system 
parts that TECHRON® technology is 
recommended by more OEMs than any 
other fuel system cleaning technology.

Our proof is in the patented PEA science 
behind TECHRON® Concentrate Plus, 
and how, when used together with 
Chevron and Texaco TECHRON®-infused 
gasolines, there’s no better equation 
for complete fuel system cleaning 
and helping keep a car’s engine as 
clean and fuel-efficient as it can be.

Chevron’s been the pioneer in using both 
polyether amine (PEA) and polybutene 
amine (PBA) chemical technologies to help 
clean harmful deposits from carburetors, 
injectors, valves and ports. Although 

commonly found in most consumer fuel 
system treatments, PBA still leaves 
behind combustion chamber deposits, 
preventing an engine from being more 
fully restored to its original performance.

TECHRON® Concentrate Plus has a 
high level of PEA to help remove 
performance robbing deposits from an 
engine’s fuel system in a single tankful. 
It can also clean and protect fuel gauge 
sensors from sulfur buildup—a root 
cause of faulty fuel gauge readings.

Complete Fuel System Cleaning in One Tankful

PBAs

1970’s deposit control technology

Effective in cleaning carbs and 
fuel injectors

Can clean intake valves without 
causing harm if properly formulated

Costs less than PEA

Insoluble in ethanol fuels

Contributes to combustion  
chamber deposits 

PEAs

State-of-the-art deposit 
control technology

Effective in cleaning carbs, fuel 
injectors, intake valves and 
combustion chambers
 
When properly formulated, does not 
cause engine harm

Costs more than PBA, but 
better value

Fully soluble in ethanol fuels

Will not contribute to combustion 
chamber deposits

Fuel Additive Deposit Particles Gasoline Carrier Fluid

An electron micrograph showing sulfied deposits 
coating the contact wiper element of an in-tank Fuel 

Sending Unit

The process by which TCP attaches to and 
removes deposit particles
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TECHRON® Concentrate Plus

Whether your customer is safe-
guarding a brand-new automotive 
investment, restoring a used car to its 
original performance level, or simply 
keeping an engine and its fuel system 
as clean as it can be, TECHRON® 
Concentrate Plus fuel system cleaner 
cleans your vehicle’s engine of 
power robbing carbon deposits. 

Carbon deposit buildup in the intake 
system and combustion chamber can 
also cause an increase in exhaust 
emissions. Carbon buildup can also 
increase a vehicle’s octane appetite 
forcing the use of more expensive 
grades of gasoline. One treatment 
of TECHRON® Concentrate Plus can 
help reduce exhaust emissions and 

your engine’s octane requirement. 
Furthermore, by cleaning up carbon 
deposits from the intake system and 
combustion chamber, TECHRON® 
Concentrate Plus can help restore 
lost power, performance and 
fuel efficiency, while you drive. 
And, it works in one tankful.

All it takes is just one 12- or 20-ounce 
treatment, depending on the gasoline 
tank size of the vehicle, of TECHRON® 
Concentrate Plus per tankful of 
gasoline (to get best results, we 
recommend one treatment every 
3,000 miles along with using Chevron 
and Texaco gasolines with TECHRON®).

The proof, after all, is in the patent.

The Only Choice For 
Protecting Your Customers’ 
Automotive Investment 
 
Chevron’s line of engine-care 
products has earned its industry 
leading spot the old-fashioned 
way—through painstaking scientific 
development and exhaustive testing.

The real proving ground, however, is 
out on the street, with consumers 
seeking to extend their vehicle’s 
life while maximizing performance 
and reducing engine wear.

And that’s where TECHRON® 
Concentrate Plus, Havoline® with 
Deposit Shield™ and Havoline’s 
line of coolants have all proven 
to be unbeatable in performance 
and unsurpassed in quality.

Extensive Testing

Capabilities
TECHRON 

Concentrate Plus

Cleans Carburetors

Cleans fuel injectors

Cleans intake valves and ports

Restores lost power and performance

Lowers emissions

Cleans combustion chambers

Reduces deposit-related engine knocking/pinging

Cleans and protects against gas gauge sensor malfunction

Contains PEA deposit control chemistry

Coats & helps protect all metallic surfaces of the fuel system

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Intake valves as seen before (left) and after 
(right) using TECHRON Concentrate Plus

Fuel injectors before (top) and after (bottom) 
using TECHRON Concentrate Plus

Combustion chamber 
before (left) and after 
(right) using TECHRON® 
Concentrate Plus

There’s no better way to make sure 
your customers protect their business 
investment than with the Delo brand. Our
technically advanced lubricants help 
increase uptime, maximize equipment 
life, and helps deliver measurable savings 
to your customers’ bottom line. And 
it’s all supported by industry expertise 
you and your customers can trust.

Properly lubricating the inside of a 
heavy-duty engine requires more than 
just creating a protective film. Quality 
heavy-duty engine oils must provide 

excellent soot dispersancy, wear protection 
and sludge control to guard against 
loss of engine life and to help reduce 
fuel and oil consumption. Delo branded 
engine oils do just that and more.

Delo 400 LE SAE 15W-40 is 
specifically formulated for new 
low-emission engines with ULSD 
(Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel used in 
2007 engines and beyond) and 
provides outstanding engine 
protection that will help minimize 
your customers’ maintenance 
costs and downtime. Formulated 
with an optimal blend of the latest 
ISOSYN technology and premium 

dispersant, detergent, antiwear, 
viscosity improver and defoaming 
additives, this industry-leading oil 
has been specifically designed to 
meet the demands of EGR engines 
while simultaneously providing 
the highest level of performance 
in conventional engines and 
other engine technologies 
like Caterpillar ACERT.

Delo 400 LE SAE 15W-40

Give Your Customers the Delo® Performance Advantage™!
TECHRON® Concentrate Plus has 
been tested extensively in a wide 
range of conditions—controlled 
laboratory engine tests, vehicle 
road and chassis dynamometer 
testing, longterm fleet use—using a 
wide variety of vehicle (American, 
Japanese and European) and 
gasoline types.

And the conclusion? Chevron’s 
most powerful TECHRON® formula 
available to consumers can be found 
in TECHRON® Concentrate Plus Fuel 
System Cleaner. It contains the most 
effective deposit control technology 
providing unbeatable fuel related 
deposit cleaning.

TECHRON® Concentrate Plus has 
been found to have other benefits 
competing brands can’t claim (see 
chart at right). Furthermore, tests 
have found TECHRON® Concentrate 
Plus soaks into all metal surfaces 
and protects against corrosive 
attacks in the fuel system and 
provides increased lubricity 
performance on metal surfaces in 
the fuel system. Increased lubricity 
leads to better fuel pump wear, 
further protecting a customer’s 
automotive investment. 

Early research indicates positive, 
beneficial deposit cleaning results 
when used with ethanol-based fuels 
and hybrid-electric engines.
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